
Senate Committee on Student Affairs (SCSA)
April 14, 2021
Minutes of the Meeting

These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota
Senate; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes reflect the views of, nor
are they binding on, the senate, the administration, or the Board of Regents.

[In these minutes: Introduction and Discussion with New Vice President for Student Affairs;
Gopher Equity Project; Consultation on New Administrative Policy on Discrimination]

PRESENT:  Cody Mikl (chair), David Blank, Nathaniel Mills, Adrienne Conley, Marie Monter,
Sarah Beraki, Mattea Allert, Justin Goetz, Brandon King, Leah Higgins, Brianna Murano, Sam
Rosemark, Niko Sexton, Kaicheng Shi, Lauren Tehan, Vue Vang, Laura Knudson, Kendre
Turonie

REGRETS: Madeline Squier, Abbie Amendson, Gabrielle Raymond

ABSENT: None

GUESTS: Calvin Phillips, vice president and dean of students, Office for Student Affairs
(OSA); Anise Mazone, director of multicultural student engagement, OSA; LeeAnn Melin,
associate vice provost for student success, Office of Undergraduate Education (OUE); Tina
Marisam, director and Title IX coordinator, Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action
(EOAA)

OTHERS: Lisa Erwin, Megan Sweet, Savala DeVoge

Chair Cody Mikl welcomed the committee, and members introduced themselves.

1. Introduction and Discussion with New Vice President for Student Affairs - Mikl
introduced Calvin Phillips, new vice president and dean of students, Office for Student Affairs
(OSA), and welcomed him to the University community. Phillips stated that he was currently in
his seventh week in his new role and is excited to finally get to meet so many new people. While
he has yet to visit his office on campus, Phillips indicated that he has met with several University
stakeholders already and is trying his best to get up to speed on several student issues, especially
those issues that have been exacerbated by the pandemic. He is also hard at work assessing the
OSA budget and to better understand where his office needs attention.

Mattea Allert asked about social programming and the inclusion of graduate students. Phillips
replied that once he becomes more familiar with programming that offers social opportunities for
students, he is willing to meet with any organization to best determine how to match their needs
or requests. Phillips sees himself as a partner with all student organizations. Mikl asked Phillips
what his first impressions were of the University and Phillips replied that he has been most
impressed by the community’s desire to engage in the work of social justice.
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Brandon King commented about the marketing of the University and the fact that it seems to
focus mainly on the Twin Cities campus. He asked Phillips how to better incorporate system
campuses into that marketing strategy. Phillips remarked that while he is not necessarily on the
public relations side of the University, he is making a committed effort to meet and operate at a
partnership level with student affairs leadership on each system campus. Part of those efforts is
to make sure that each campus has the ability to showcase themselves to the world. Lisa Erwin
added that the people that work in University Relations have a network across the state and all
work well together.

Justin Goetz asked if Phillips has any initial initiatives that he would like to focus on. Phillips
replied that that it is a tough question because he has not had an adequate amount of time to
engage with the community. He joked that all he knows about Minnesota thus far is his new
house. However he did recognize that student mental health is going to be a long term issue to
tackle and he hopes to better understand more specific University needs by this fall. Allert
further asked about mental health resources such as group therapy sessions and the potential
conflict that graduate students face about utilizing those resources. Phillips stated that this was
the first he had heard of this issue but said he can understand the possible conflicts and will look
into it. Mikl commented that the previous work of the mental health environmental scan would
likely be a good tool to utilize.

Committee members then provided Phillips with a few topics that they thought he should be
aware of moving forward, including potential profiling in security checks within the Health
Sciences complex, providing additional counseling services on the St. Paul campus, and a
request to physically visit all of the system campuses. Phillips appreciated the feedback and
suggestions and said he looks forward to future conversations with the committee.

2. Gopher Equity Project - Mikl introduced Anise Mazone, director of multicultural student
engagement, OSA, and LeeAnn Melin, associate vice provost for student success, Office of
Undergraduate Education (OUE), who provided an overview of the Gopher Equity Project
(GEP), a collaborative educational effort aimed at engaging members of a diverse and inclusive
community to support a positive campus climate. Mazone and Melin presented a slide deck and
highlights were as follows:

● The GEP just started in the fall 2020 semester and is an educational tool for students to
better understand the concepts of equity, diversity, and inclusion at the University.

● There are three components to the project: an online training, discussion groups, and a
website with additional resources.

● The intent of the program is to engage first year students with the online training,
administered through Everfi, and follow it up with a guided discussion through student
and faculty paired facilitators.

● Post-training surveys indicated that a majority of students who participated thought that it
was important work and other students should engage in the work as well.

● The GEP’s website acts as a repository for resources where students can take a deeper
dive into the subject matter.
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● The GEP is looking to further expand the training to other students across campus as it is
currently focused on servicing undergraduate students.

● The GEP is currently looking to create an advisory committee to better adapt and change
the project as needed.

Allert asked how this project was funded and Melin replied that much of the work was absorbed
by current University employees in their official capacities and funding for the online training
through Everfi was made possible through a donor that was interested in advancing the
undergraduate diversity initiative that is working to improve campus climate. Allert and Vue
Vang commented that it would be better if this were aimed towards a larger audience, including
graduate students. Mazone acknowledged that gaps in coverage still remain and this is meant to
be an evolving program.

Justin Goetz commended the work of the project as a student leader who took the training. He
further commented that many of his students’ reflections were looking for more information on
systemic and subtle forms of racism. Mazone noted that Everfi has made some revisions but it
does have limitations, and cannot hit on every subject matter. This is meant to be one tool in
starting conversations about creating a more positive campus climate, she said. Brianna Murano
commented that more specific development for professional students would also be appreciated.

3. Consultation on New Administrative Policy on Discrimination - Mikl introduced Tina
Marisam, director and Title IX coordinator, Office of Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action
(EOAA), who provided information about a new administrative policy prohibiting discrimination
on campus. Marisam provided the following documents for the committee to review:

● Draft Discrimination Policy
● Appendix - University and Appellate Authorities
● FAQ - Pregnancy and Lactation
● FAQ - Reasonable Accommodations for Disabilities
● FAQ - Religious Accommodations
● FAQ - Retaliation in Discrimination Cases

Marisam then proceeded to present a slide deck with information about the proposed policy and
highlights were as follows:

● While the University already has policy in place calling for equity, diversity, and equal
opportunity, there is currently no University policy expressly prohibiting discrimination
nor procedures for responding to discrimination reports.

● Some of the key goals of this new policy is to define the conduct that is prohibited as
discrimination in a formal policy, provide clear and fair procedures for responding to
concerns, and create a central repository of guidance on requesting and providing
accommodations for disability, pregnancy/lactation, and religious practices and
observances.

● The current draft of the policy defines discrimination as conduct or actions that adversely
affect a term or condition of an individual’s employment or education because of a
protected characteristic; a denial of reasonable accommodations that are required to
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accommodate an individual’s disability; religion; or pregnancy, childbirth, lactation, or
related medical conditions; or discriminatory harassment.

● The University would rely on relatively current procedures for investigations and
adjudication, similar to those of a violation of the Student Conduct Code.

● The new policy would also create a new requirement that supervisors and human
resource professionals who learn about potential discrimination must report it to the
campus equal opportunity office (EOAA or the Office for Community Standards on the
Twin Cities campus)

Marisam added that under this new policy, any party associated with the complaint would be able
to appeal any findings as determined by EOAA. Erwin clarified that this may be out of step with
current practices when dealing with violations of the Student Conduct Code as only respondents
currently have the right to appeal. Marisam appreciated the clarification and further explained
that, under the current draft policy, both parties in matters involving employee respondents
would be able to appeal the finding on responsibility. The draft policy would continue current
procedures under the Student Conduct Code, in which only the respondent has the opportunity to
appeal in cases involving student respondents. Erwin noted that FERPA prohibits the University
from notifying complainants about the decision on responsibility in cases with student
respondents, and therefore it is not possible to offer a complainant an appeal of that decision.

Allert asked if the standard of proof in these cases would be the same for all faculty, staff, and
students, and Marisam indicated that the same standard would apply. Allert asked for further
clarification on a timeline of events for an employee accused of discrimination. Marisam replied
that once an incident is reported, EOAA would conduct an investigation, both parties may then
appeal those findings, and then discipline would be imposed if appropriate. At that point, if an
employee had the right under their contract, they would be able to challenge that discipline.

Sam Rosemark asked how this policy would apply to student organizations. Marisam indicated,
and Erwin confirmed, that there are separate procedures for student organizations and those
processes and procedures are already in place. Rosemark further inquired if this process would
apply to tenured faculty and Marisam indicated that it would.

Hearing no further business, the meeting was adjourned.

Chris Kwapick
University Senate Office
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